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1. Introduction 
It is well known that, for any r, planar Brownian motion IV, has r-multiple points, 
i.e. points x ~ R 2 with x = W~ = Wt2 = " '"  = Wt, for distinct h , - . . ,  t,. (Dvoretzky, 
Erd~s and Kakutani, 1954). As a purely formal measure of such r-fold intersections 
we study 
f . . f s (  w ,2 -  W,,) . . . 8(  W, - d t ,  . . . dt,. (1.1) 
In a previous paper (Rosen, 1984) we showed how to interpret (1.1) as the local 
time of the random field 
Xr(h,...,t,) = ( W,2- W,I,... , W,,-  W,,_,). (1.2) 
Recall that X'R~,~ R 2(~-~) induces a measure /zB(-) on R 2('-a), the occupation 
measure of X on B_  R" defined by 
/za(A) = A, (X - ' (A )n  B) (1.3) 
where A, denote Lesbesgue measure on R'. If/xB << a2~,-~) we say that X has a local 
time t~r relative to B, defined by 
d/za 
• a,(x,  B )= (x). (1.4) 
dAz(r-1) 
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By definition we have 
flc,,_x f(x)Otr(X B) dA(x)2( , _  D 
=f Wt - Wt,_,) dt ,~- • • dr, (1 .5)  
B 
for all bounded Borel functions on R 2<'-1). If we formally takef to  be the '8-function', 
we find that a,(0, B) should give (1.1). 
In (Rosen, 1984) we showed that if B is a product of disjoint intervals, B = 
X ~--~ [a~ bi], X has a local time relative to B, and if we write a,(x, a~, b~,.. . ,  a,, b r ) -  
(x, B) then ar can be taken to be a jointly continuous function of its arguments 
(x, a~, bb • . . ,  a,, b,). We will sometimes write/j = [aj, bj] and will always assume that 
al < bl < a2< b2< • • • < a,+~ < b,+~. (1.6) 
Properties of a measure analogous to (1.1) for r-fold intersections of independent 
planar Brownian motions have been established in (German, Horowitz and Rosen, 
1984) and applied by Le Gall to study intersections of Wiener Sausages (1985) and 
derive important information on the HausdortI measure of r-multiple points. 
The goal of this paper is to present an explicit formula for a,+l in terms of a~ 
analogous to Tanaka's formula for the local time of one dimensional Brownian 
motion, and to our own formula for double points (Rosen, 1985). Our formula for 
double points has been analyzed and extended in (Yor, 1985), and applied in (Rosen, 
1986) and (Yor, 1985) to study the asymptotics of a 2. 
To describe our formula, let 
q,(x) = e-'  e-lxl2/2'/2"rrt 
be the transition density for killed planar Brownian motion, and set 
K (x )= q,(x)dt.  
(1.7) 
(1.8) 
It will be seen that a,(x, a~, bl,..., a,, s) is a continuous increasing function of s, 
and since K is positive and measurable the integral 
K, (x )= f K (x -  Ws)a(O, al, b~, . . . ,a , ,ds )  (1.9) 
J Ir 
is well defined, although a priori it may be infinite. We will show below that Kr is, 
in fact, continuously differentiable, and we can state Tanaka's formula for a,+~: 
Theorem 1. With probability one, 
--a,+l(O, al, • • •, a,+1, b,+1) = K,( Wb,+,)- K,.( War+l )
-f, VK,(W,)dWt-/ K,(W,)dt. 
e4-1 Ir+l 
(1.10) 
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Remark 1. What makes this work is the identity 
-3+1 * K = & 
2. It is easy to modify (1.10) to obtain a formula for a~+l(x, • ). 
3. ~x~(O, a~, . . . ,  a,, ds) induces a measure v, supported on the r-multiple points 
in R 2, via the formula 
f R g(x)  dv(x )  = f g( W~)a~(O, a~, . . . , a,, ds). 
2 ir 
Kr is just the 1-potential of v. 
If we abolish condition (1.6) and take al l / j  equal, the resulting local time a, (x)  
will be discontinuous at x = 0. 
As alluded to above, Rosen (1986) and Yor (1985) apply Tanaka's formula for 
a2 to determine the nature of the singularity of a2(x) at x = 0, a problem also 
discussed in Varadhan (1969), Dynkin (1985) and Le Gall (1985). The formula of 
this paper has recently been applied by M. Yor (1985c) to analyze the singularity 
of a3(x) as x--> 0. 
An important pedagogical contribution of this paper is a new and greatly simplified 
proof of the joint continuity of a,. There already exist a series of proofs for the 
joint continuity of loal times of random fields (Pitt, 1978; Geman and Horowitz, 
1980; and Geman, Horwitz and Rosen, 1984). These proofs are long, making them 
difficult to follow and unfortunately allowing errors to creep in. Our proof, stated 
for tzr but easily extendable to other random fields, has the virtue of simplicity. It 
also yields stronger esults. The weak convergence used in (3.8), a key step in our 
proof of Theorem 1, seems unobtainable with previous proofs. Our new proof owes 
much to a conversation with J. Cuzick. 
I would also like to thank Joseph Horowitz for many helpful remarks. 
2. Joint continuity of the local time a,  
For any e = (e l , . . . ,  er-1) ~ (0, 1] "-l, x = (x t , . . . ,  Xr-1)  E R 2(r-l), 
e~ E~-  {(al, b l , .  . . ,  a,, b , ) [a i+ l -b i  >>- T, b, <~ 1}, 
let us define 
a:(x,e)=/ ""I q ' l (x ' -W'2+W") ' "q~' - ' (x r - ' -W"  
11 Ir 
+ Wt,_~) dq-  • - dt,. 
Lemma 1. For any m even, a < 1 /2( r -  1), we have 
F((a~(x, e)-tz~'(x' ,  e'))")  ~ < Cm.,,l(e, x, e ) - (e ' ,  x', e')l 
for  all e, e' c (0, 1] "-~, e, e' ~ E~, x, x' ~ R 2('-1). 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
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Using (2.2), the multiparameter version of Kolmogorov's lemma (Meyer, 1979/80) 
shows that, for a < 1/2(r -  1), 
la,~(x, e)-a~'(x', e')l<~ c~l(e, x, e)-(e', x', e')l ~, (2.3) 
first for all rational e, e'~ (0, 1] "-1, e, e'~ E~, x, x' in a bounded set (say {yl Ilyll <~ n}), 
but then for all e, e', e, e', x, x' in the above sets, since, by (2.1), a~(x, e) is clearly 
a continuous function of its arguments. 
Now take x'= x, e'= e in (2.3) to conclude the existence of the limit 
at(x, e)--lim a~(x, e). (2.4) 
e- -~0 
Again by (2.3) the convergence is locally uniform: 
la~(x, e)-a(x, e)l<~c~,[e[ " (2.5) 
and the limit is continuous 
lar(X, e)-a,(x', e')l<.c~l(x, e)-x',  e')l ~. (2.6) 
We now identify this ar with local time: Let f(x) be a continuous function of 
compact support on R 2('-~) 
f f(x)a'(x" e) dA2<'-l)(X)=lim f f(x)a~'(x' e) (2.7) 
by the local uniform convergence (2.5), while from (2.1) 
lira f f(x)a~(x, e) dA2¢,_l)(x) 
E--~O .J 
= l imf  . . . f f * q~(  Wt2-  Wt , ,  . . . , W't  - Wt , _ t )  d r l ,  . . . d t r  
E-~O ii lr 
f ,    l,d,l 
! r 
since f * q~-*f uniformly. Together with (2.7) this establishes the jointly continuous 
r a,(x, e) as the local time (1.4) for B = Ni=~ [a~, bi]. 
Lemma 1 is proven in Section 4. 
3. Tanaka's Formula for ~z,+l 
Set 
K~(x) = qt(x) dr. (3.1) 
K ~ is a positive C ° function, which decreases exponentially as Ix[-+ ~. We have 
K~(x) t K(x) for all x, as e ~ 0. (3.2) 
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In analogy with (1.9) let 
Ker (X)  -" fir K ' (x -  Ws)a,(O, ab... ,  a,, ds). 
In Section 4 we will show 
(3.3) 
Lemma 2. For all m even and a < 1 
[(( K:(x)-  r: '  (x')) m ) ~< cml(e, x) - (  e', x')l "m. (3.4) 
As in section 2 this implies the existence and continuity of the limit 
lim~_,o K~(x)--but by (3.2) and the monotone convergence theorem this limit is 
K,(x) of (1.9). 
We need yet another lemma. 
1 Lemma 3. For all m even, a < ~, 
E((Vr:(x)-Vr:'(x'))')<-.c.l(x, a" 
[((K,~(y) - K~(x)- (y-x)  . VK~(x))m)~ c,lx-yl 3m/2. 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
As before, (3.5) shows the existence and continuity of the limit lim,..o VK~(x), 
while with (3.6) after first taking the e-> 0 limit (uniform integrability) then a lh 
Kolmogorov we can identity lim~_,o VK,(x) with V(K,(x)). This establishes 
Propositioo 4. K,( x ) is a continuously differentiable function of x, with probability one. 
Now apply It6's formula to the C ~° function of x, K~,(x). 
VK,(W,).  d w,-/,.+, K,(Wt)dt 
=- f  l ,+,(-A+l)K'(Wt)dt 
=- I  I q'(W'-W~)a'(o'a' ' ' ' ' 'a'ds) 
lr+l I, 
since ( -A /2+ 1)K'(x) = q,(x). 
Because of  (2.5) and (2.6) we have weak convergence of the measures 
at, "~ ..... "'-0(0, a l , . . . ,  a,, ds)-* a,(O, a l , . . . ,  a,, ds) 
(3.7) 
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on L Hence 
f f q~(Wt-W~)ot~(O,a,, . . . ,a, ,ds)= 
l r+ 1 l r  
= li/tl, f f lq~(Wt-W~)a( /~ ..... ~•-')(O,a,,...,a~,ds) (~l,...,e•-i)-*O l•+l • 
= lim I " ' ' f  q~(W~-W,~)--. 
(e l '""er- l ) '~O 11 l r+l  
• .. q~,_,( IV, , -  W,•_,)q~( Wt•+,- W~,) dh""  dt~+~ (3.8) 
by (2.1). 
(3.8) and (2.4) now show 
l imf  f q~(Wt-W~)ar(O, a l , . . . ,a , ,ds )  
e-'~'O l r+l  i r  
= a,+l(0, a l , . . . ,  a,, b,, a~+l, b~+l). (3.9) 
Since the earlier considerations of this section show that K ~ (x) --> K~(x) uniformly 
on compacts, taking the limit e --> 0 in (3.7), together with the following lemma will 
complete the proof of Theorem 1. 
Lemma 5. For some subsequence , --> 0, 
f l V K , " ( W, ) " d W~ -') f V Kr ( W, ) " d W, 
• + 1 lr  + I 
a.s. (3.10) 
4. Estimates 
Proof of Lemma 1. We have 
F((a~(x, e ) -  ~' ' otr (x ,  e')) m) 
<~ c[(a~r(X, e)--a~(x', e)) m 
£r ? 
+E(a , (x ,e )  ~' ' , _ +[(a , (x ,e ) -o t r (x ,e ' ) )  m. a , (x ,e ) )  ~ ~' , 
We will bound each of these three terms separately. By (2.1), 
e)= f f "[-Il eipj<x:W,j+,+W,? e-q<lP~l:+l)/2 dp dt 
l lX-- -x lr  JR  2(r-1) jffil 
so that 
[.((a~(x, e)-a~,(x ', e)) m 
fR  f i  (e ip l ' x  - -  eipl'x') - r  r- I  ~'lnll2+l~e/2 e z"~JmlXlrJl " j "  
2(--l)m !=1 
I( -i m f-t !. Wt.+_W~)~ x F(e >:,.,Z,_,pj ( , , j dt dp. 
I l x - - -x l , )  m 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
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Of course 
W t t )) --i m ~-t !. vtVm Vr - I  I I W I E(e z,=,z,=,n,( ,,+,-w,, =e-""=,"~=,PJ" ',+'-w"?)/2 (4.4) 
Let ~r', . . . ,  ~r  be r not necessarily distinct permutations of {1, . . . ,  m} and let 
A('rr 1 , . .  . ,  1r ' )=[{t J}~ ( I ,  x . . .  X I , )mltT'U)< t j (4.5) 
where we define t; j(m+l)= crJ+'(1) .j+~ . On A(~r~,..., ~r'), using the fact that Brownian 
motion has independent increments we have 
where 
to obtain 
where 
) v E p"(w,,+,- w/) 
/ l j=1  
F m 
:~ (4.6) = E Y~ 1",'-12tj 
j= l  /----1 
l uj= ~" pH(k)+ Y. py_~k) (p~--O), (4.7) 
k~l k>l 
~=ty( '+ ' ) - ty  ('). (4.8) 
We now integrate out the i~ in (4.3), over A(~P, . . . ,  7r'), and use the bounds 
e- 'V 'd t~c( l+v2)  -~, e- '~dt<~c(l+v2) -  (for t7'~>y) 
.y 
F e_5~= I vm lull2FI/2 "=" J' J" dt<~c H At(P) (4.9) 
(~r',... ,w') j= l  
m 
At(p) -- H (l+luJl=) - '  (u°=u?O. 
I=O 
Using the generalized H61der's inequality we have 
~ f i  ( I  H A ; / r - I (P ) )  1/r 
i=1  R 2(r-l)m j#i 
since, by (4.7), for each i, 
{uJiO<~ l <~ m, j  ~ i) 
form a linear set of coordinates for R 2(4-Din 
Returning to (4.3), we use 
le 'p=-ei~='l~ c( Ip l lx -x ' l )  ° for  a < 1 
[(ot~(x, e ) -o t : (x ' ,  e)) m 
<oo (4.10) 
(4.11) 
and find 
" ) '  
II Ip'l ~ II AAp) dp. (4.12) 
i----1 jml  
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Since for any i 
Ip'l<~c Y IpJ-pJ-,l<~c II (l+lpJ-pJ-,I) 
j~i j~i 
~<c II ( l+[uyCl) -uy") - l [ ) ,  (4.13) 
the latter by (4.7) where ~J = (w J) -1, we have 
\ l / r  
fi fi fi 11 • (4.14) 
Now (4.12) is bounded as was (4.10), if 2r l ( r -  1) -2t~ > 2, i.e. if a < 1/ ( r -  1). The 
second expectation i  (4.1) is bounded similarly using 
le-i,!i2":_ e- i ,! i2:] <~ clp,12:l  _ ~,1 o (4 .15)  
instead of (4.11), i f  ~ < l / (2(r -  1)). 
Finally, to control the third term in (4.1), let /1 x . - .  x Ir correspond to e, 
I~ x • - • x I '  to e', and let S denote the symmetric difference of these two sets. In 
the analogue of (4.3) we must integrate over Sm. Recall (4.9): 
f A e_~,~= l Vm lul12"~ll 2 , - I=l ,  s' s" dt 
( lr l  ..... ~r')c~S m 
<~ lsImlq( f ~ e-q'E,fi Ei%iluJl2i~12 dt) llq' 
(~r ' , . . . : : )  
r 
clsl "/q FI A)/q'(p) (4.16) 
j= l  
for any q, q' with 1/q+l /q '= 1. As before this is integrable in p if 
2r 1 r -1  1 _1< r -1  1 
r _ ' l .1 /q '>2,  i.e. ~7>~,  i .e . -=1 1 - - -  r q q' r r" 
Thus the third term in (4.1) is bounded by le-e ' l  m~ if a < 1/r. This completes the 
proof of Lemma 1. 
Proof of Lemma 2. In light of (2.5) and (2.6), a~(O, a1,. . . ,  at, ds) converges to 
a,(O, a l , . . . ,  a,., ds) as measures on I,, hence 
K~"(x) = f K~(x - W~)t~(0, ab . . . ,  a,, ds) (4.17) 
3 t,  
converges to KT(x) as 8~0 for almost all paths. In fact this convergence takes 
place in all L"  by uniform integrability: K ~ is bounded, and by (2.2) the 
t~(0, a~, . . . ,  a,, b,) are uniformly bounded in any L p norm. Hence it suffices to show 
[(K~'8(x)-  K ~"8(x')) m ~< cl(e, x ) - (  e', x')l ~m (4.18) 
with c independent of 8. 
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By def in i t ion 
~C:(x)=f ,K ' (x -w~)f , ' " f I , _  ' 
Since 
K~(x)=f 
we can write this as 
where 
q,( Wt2- Wt~) • • • qs( Wt,_,- W~) dh . . .  dt, ds. 
(4.19) 
• /'e-e(lpl2+l)~ 
e-~x/  ~ -  / \ Ipl +l / dA2(p), 
K~'n(x)= f~,×...×~,fn2 H(p,x)([P,'[2+ I)-~ 
x eiZ~:I p/w, j+ - w,~)+#, • w,, dp dt (4.20) 
where 
, ~, f B2o(q) . . . B2,(q) dq (4.23) 
":r .... ,'n "r R 2era 
m 
Bo2(q) = II (lq~l 2 + 1)-1, 
lffiO 
as before.  
m 
By(q)= YI (Iv~l~÷l) -1 (vY ~ o Dj+I) 
l---O 
f )1/r+1 
<~ ft.. l-I B2('+l)/" dq < co. (4.24) 
iffiO R 2rm j~ i  
As in the proof of Lemma 1 these ideas suffice to prove Lemma 2. 
by 
H(p, x) = e - ip 'x  e -~(Iml2+1) e -8 E;:] (Ill+l). 
Using the change of variables qo = P,, ~ = Pj + P, we have 
E(K"~(x))'= f,,x...×,.: fR~.,(,=~ H(fl'X)(lq~°'2+ l)-' ) 
vr--1V'm ~1( w" - -W ~x 
X E(ei~'j-o"~-,'J ' 'J+, 'J') d t  dp 
where to-O. As before, on A(fr~,. . . ,  ~r') 
Vm--Ilvl l2~l/2 [:(eiE~'., Z;:~ qj(w,~+ -w, j ) )  = e -g ; . t  ,-.,-o, ], 1- (4.22) 
where now 
vJ= Y. q~'(~)+ Y. qy_~k). 
k~i  k>i  
Integrating over d ~ on A(w l , . . . ,  or') and using [H(p, x) I <~ 1, we find (4.21) bounded 
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Proof of Lemma 3. This is similar to the proof of Lemma 2, but here we use 
[eiPY- ei~, .x -  ip,.'(x- y) e ip ,x [  <~ c(Iprllx- y l )  3/2 
and instead of (4.24) we need to bound 
f B1/2(q ) fi BE(q) dq 
R TM j= l  
j@ i  
,,_,,,_o( II ,,J<" ,,...,I I If(B|'°" Br)2-(r-l)/2rll(4r+1)/(3r+l) 
j@ i  
since 
r 3 r+1 
- - - 1 ,  
4r+l  4 r+ l  
while 
j=O " II 4 r+1 j=0 ~J  
j~ i  j~ i  
(4.25) 
and 
II(B, " " " -~'ry l) (4"+t) / (3r+1)  - -  (B1  • " " dq 
,d  
= I (B1 " • " B , )  2+1/2r dq < o0. 
This completes the proof of (3.6), and (3.5) is similar. 
Proof of Lemma 5. It suffices to show L 2 convergence in (3.10), and for this it 
suffices to show 
f [(IVK:(Wt)-VKr(Wt)I2)dt->O. (4.26) 
I r+ l  
Since VK~(W,)-~VK,(W~) for a.e. path and fixed t, it suffices to show VK~(W) 
Cauchy in L2(dp x tit). 
As in the proof of Lemma 3, we find 
f [(IVK:(W,)_VK,(W,)I2)d t 
lr + ! 
Ip, p,llp,I Ip,I <- ~1~ - ~'1 ~" e -~"~'" lZ l l  ~ ~5' 
le-e'l ' / ' [  D2(p) "'" D2(p)Q314(p) dp (4.27) 
6 R 4r 
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where 
Q(p)=(I +Ip~,[)-'(I ÷Ip~]) -', Dj(p)=(l ÷lZf_,l)-'(l ÷lZJl)-'(l ÷lZ~l)-' 
and 
Write 
k~i k>i 
~3/4r f.jR=lD2Q3/4dp=f[~=l(}-}~ DiO) ](D,'"D,)(5"+3)/4"dp 
<~ DjQ I I (D , " "  ,, <8,÷3>/5,+3> < 
i (8r+3)/3 
as before since 
3r 5r+3 
~ ÷  1. 
8 r+3 8r+3 
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